NEXT CLUB MEETINGS Welcome to the June Newsletter
Green Square Community Church
182 Victoria Street
(Cnr Collins Street) Beaconsfield
7pm Tuesday 9 June 2009
Anna Lee will present a talk on
Back Care with Bonsai. Lee will
present ‘Balancing Bonsai
Growth’.
7pm Tuesday 14 July 2009
TEAM STYLING CAPER - Members
will form teams and style trees –
prizes will be awarded.

CONTACT DETAILS

June Meeting: Anna Lee will be speaking for about 30-45 minutes on Back Care
Handling Bonsai. Lee will be speaking until the tomatoes are thrown on Balancing Bonsai
Growth. Anna Lee, a qualified physio, a bonsai enthusiast and a member of our club, will be
giving a talk on protecting yourself and your precious back when you are working with
bonsai. This is not a common topic but it should be since back health is paramount to good
health and it is so easy, moving trees that can be heavy, to do damage. So do yourself a
big favour and come along to hear Anna’s hints and points to avoid back injury.
Lee will fill out the evening by talking on ‘Balancing Bonsai Growth’. This is an important
facet when you are trying to develop certain areas of your tree because Murphy’s Law
stipulates that it won’t all go and grow the way you plan.
So the June meeting is FULL ON with two interesting and important topics. Don’t miss the
night. As usual Tony will answer any horticultural / gardening questions you might have at
the beginning of the meeting – so write down your questions and bring them along.

Annual General Meeting in August, please plan to attend

0435 036 186
info@sydneycitybonsai.org.au
sydneycitybonsai.org.au
PO Box 486
Summerhill NSW 2130

COMMITTEE
Patron Dorothy Koreshoff
President Neville
Vice President Sue
Secretary Lee
Treasurer Tani
Public Officer Max
Newsletter Editor Tony
Librarian Philip
Committee Philip, Gary, Jennie,
Damian

MEMBERSHIP
Full Membership $30.00
Concession $20.00
Family $45.00
Pensioner $15.00

A display of natural rock formation on show during Brenda Parkers excellent Suiseki Presentation

Thank you Brenda for an entertaining and informative evening
In this months newsletter:
Members trees see page 2
Brenda Parker on Suiseki see pages 3 & 4
For an article on ‘The Greenbelt’ by Sue Brennen turn to pages 5 & 6
Bonsai Events page 6
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MEMBERS TREES IN TRAINING ON DISPLAY AT THE MAY MEETING

Sue’s Ulmus parvifolia bonsai

Sue’s Port Jackson Fig bonsai

Neville’s Black Pine bonsai

Can you see the ink painting on the face of this beautiful viewing stone

A good Viewing Stone has a quality that radiates from within.
In 1131 A.D., Du Wan a Chinese descendant of poets and statesmen and a confirmed
petromaniac, explained that, "studying stones purifies the imagination. For a gentleman, a
stone as a microcosmic mountain, suggests nobility, patience, stability, seclusion and the
virtuous contemplation of nature."
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BRENDA PARKER – SUISEKI PRESENTATION

Now you know what a rock outcrop looks like when it is bonsai-d
The explanation of Suiseki:

SUISEKI – THE ART OF STONE APPRECIATION
Suiseki are small, naturally formed stones selected for their shape, balance,
simplicity and tranquility.
They were first admired in China some two thousand years ago. Since the sixth
century the art of Suiseki has been adopted and refined in Japan, where today
stones of great beauty are set on carved wood stands or displayed in suibans
(shallow ceramic trays), to suggest objects closely associated with nature, such
as distant mountains, soaring ciffs, thatched huts, human and animal figures, or
they are prized for their colorful and abstract textures and patterns.

Brenda discussing Suiseki at the May meeting

The art of Suiseki has only become popular in the western world in the last
decade, especially amongst bonsai growers and they are often displayed as an
accompaniment to Bonsai

Brenda Parker - as well as being a top bonsai artist and President of the
Illawarra Bonsai Society, Brenda is a keen enthusiast of SUISEKI,
viewing stones. Suiseki is as many faceted and intriguing as bonsai.
Brenda’s Suiseki Presentation was entertaining and informative,
listening to Brenda’s enthusiastic explanation of the different stones we
were all magically transported to different parts of the world.

Why travel when exotic islands can sit on your table?

Rugged cliffs
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BRENDA PARKER – SUISEKI PRESENTATION

The elements have shaped the cliff face and this ‘cliff’ stone
Look closely, can you see the exotic lady in this stone?

Can you hear Vera Lynn singing?

Snow country

Chrysanthemum Stones / Kikkaseki Stones:
In 1937 a Japanese doctor; Koichi Shiraki purchased a mountain in
Japan, shortly after the purchase a flood occurred and much soil was
eroded exposing beautiful stones with Chrysanthemum shaped
formations on them.
Chrysanthemum Stones are a quartz type crystal that has radiated out
into a shape in black matrix known as azurite / shale. This kind of stone
has medium hardness. The stones are often ground out to show the
flower. These stones can occur in Taiwan, China and Japan.
They are getting harder to obtain because of the collecting laws.
They do vary some from location to location.
Like other Suiseki these stones are put in a special place to be viewed
and used for meditation. Rock meditation goes back to the Han Dynasty
in China (208BC – 200AD) and was introduced to Japan several
centuries ago
Yes these are natural stones; the crystalline formations in these black stones
are forming Chrysanthemums!!!!!
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THE GREEN BELT by Sue Brennen
Bonsai is an art form; your canvas is the tree. The art of bonsai is done by
controlling where the branches will grow, where the foliage grows and at what
angle the trunk grows in an effort to create the illusion of a full size tree growing
in miniature form in a pot.
People are amazed by the mystery surrounding bonsai when really they are
nothing more than 'real' trees cut very small. Trees trimmed into perfect
symmetrical shapes are called topiary, not bonsai. If you look at a tree growing
in the ground and try to imagine it shrunk down to 30 cms and growing in a
bonsai pot, most trees wouldn't make a well styled bonsai. However, most
people don't look at trees from that viewpoint. When seeing their first true
bonsai, most people will say 'wow, it looks like a real tree', without realising how
far from accurate that comment is. A good bonsai should stimulate the
imagination. Although a bonsai tree and a tree in the ground have exactly the
same horticultural needs, visually a bonsai is a lie coated in honey.

How many times have you seen a tree that has been cut down growing new
shoots around the stump? Provided the root system is left undisturbed, in many
varieties of tree it is impossible to kill the tree by merely cutting it down.
On some places on a shoot the 'memory cells' are clearly visible, that is, they will
be seen as a tightly formed bud. As the tree matures the memory cells on trunk
and thick branches become invisible, however they are still viable and are just
waiting for a chance to waken up.
If the branch or stem is cut in half and the tree is a variety that holds memory
cells, it won't be long until you see shoots appearing from old looking wood. In
other words, this cutting of the branch has awakened the memory cells.

The famous saying, 'Rome wasn't built in a day' is relevant in bonsai. The
dimension of the art form that is most overlooked is time. A beautiful bonsai
takes time to grow and with some of the slower varieties many years are
needed.
When dealing with trees in bonsai form it is imperative that you have a
reasonable understanding of how the top of the tree works. I have avoided
horticultural terms and extremely detailed information of how trees eat
(photosynthesis) because it is not necessary for absolute beginners and can
cause confusion or, worse still, boredom!
When a seed germinates and sends down a root system it also sends up a shoot
that will become the trunk of the tree. This shoot will grow up and out in harmony
with available moisture and nutrients being sent up by the root system. In turn
this shoot will form solar panels (leaves) to collect food and energy to grow and
send food to the root system. The top and bottom of the tree look after each
other's needs. The trunk and branches of a tree provide a framework for the
solar panels (leaves) to grow. As the shoot on a tree grows, it thickens up and
keeps growing from the tip. As the leaves along the shoot mature they reach
their full size and provide solar panels to help the tip of the shoot to keep
growing. The 'food factory' for each shoot is the growing tip and is easy to see
because it has fresher, newer looking growth, especially when compared to the
green of the mature leaves.
MOST TREES WOULDN'T MAKE A WELL STYLED BONSAI
During the growing season a tree almost seems to take steps as the shoots
grow for several weeks then rest, grow again for several weeks and rest. This
can be seen by the leaves at the 'growing tip' maturing to the appearance of the
mature leaves further back on the shoot, and the shoot looking woody, not
green. For example, a Chinese elm will vigorously grow new shoots in spring for
about six weeks then 'have a rest'.
The 'have a rest' in the shoots coincides with the 'afternoon nap' of the feeder
root system. If the feeder root system is not growing, the top part of the tree will
not be actively growing. This 'rest' may last several weeks but varies widely with
each variety. When this shoot has reached its maturity, the green colour of the
shoot will appear woody and will have hardened up. In bonsai it is advisable to
allow the shoots to reach this stage of maturity before trimming them. With some
of my Chinese elms, I may have to trim six times between spring and autumn.
Between trimming sessions the bonsai goes from a neatly trimmed bonsai to a
shaggy dog tree.
As the tree shoot is growing and reaching maturity the genetic code within that
shoot is also completing its cycle (about 6 weeks for a Chinese elm). When the
cycle is complete this leaves a genetic code within the shoot so that it can grow
from other areas of the shoot rather than just the growing tip. I call this genetic
code 'Memory Cells'. Many varieties of trees have these 'memory cells' and they
are extremely important for the bonsai grower to be aware of. Most pine trees do
not have memory cells and many conifers have inefficient memory cells.
'Memory Cells' are located at the point that a leaf is attached to the shoot. It
seems that these cells remain viable for the life of the tree.

It is vital to allow a shoot on a bonsai to set properly before cutting it. If you
continually cut soft green shoots on a bonsai you will kill it. The feeder root
system needs what the top leaf growth (solar panels) provides. If the 'memory
cells' on the shoots have not matured before being woken up, they will not
function and will not shoot.
BONSAI TAKE TIME - PATIENCE IS A MUST
When a shoot wakes up from its rest and discovers that its growing tip has been
removed, the memory cells activate and almost instantly provide at least twice
the foliage. Where once there was only a leaf there now grows a new shoot with
many leaves providing more energy to the root system. As this process is
repeated over the growing season the amount of foliage is continually
increasing. Some varieties of trees grow very vigorously while others may grow
particularly slowly. Look at the tree and let it tell you when it's time to trim by
making sure that the signs of mature memory cells are apparent i.e., the tip
growth has matured and the shoot has turned from green to a woody
appearance.
Trees have a preference to grow more strongly at the top. This is so the tree can
reach its genetic height and sunlight. When we do bonsai we have to control this
top growth as it takes the energy away from the lower branches. Along with the
fact that trees grow more vigorously from the top, a bonsai grower must be
aware that a shoot that grows vertically will grow more vigorously than shoots
growing in a more horizontal direction. Growing a tree for a bonsai is done in
stages. The most obvious thing that gives a tree growing in the ground its
dimension of size and its appearance of great age are the trunk and buttress of
the roots. In bonsai we first go for trunk thickness and then concentrate on
growing the lower branches first, working our way up the tree with the branches,
etc, until the tree reaches the desired height.
When starting out in bonsai it is hard to understand how far ahead you have to
imagine a little 10 cm tall, 2 year old seedling is going to grow. Try to imagine
what the young seedling will look like in 5 years time. You must understand that
you are dealing with a plant that is capable of living for 100s of years, not
something that is created in a couple of weeks. Time is the dimension of the art
of bonsai that is least understood by the general public and the beginner in
bonsai.
The importance of the correct soil mixture for bonsai cannot be stressed enough.
The beginner is advised to take the advice of other club members when
discussing soil mixtures. However, to put a logical spin onto what trees like to
grow in, go back to the trees growing in the ground.
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THE GREEN BELT by Sue Brennen
First we must understand that trees need to be able to get air around their root
systems. Believe it or not, there is air available underground for the roots of trees
to grow in. However, you can't just go and easily stick your fingers into the
ground where trees grow - it is too hard! Sometimes it appears that trees grow in
areas of almost solid rock!

Trees enjoy rain with thunder and lightening even more as it charges up the
coming nitrogen feed. Unless your bonsai is about to get crushed by his brother
tree growing in the garden, leave it outside during these storms.
Your bonsai will love it. However, never rely on rain to do your watering. Look at
your tree every day.

Once you put soil into a pot it behaves differently. We have to be able to
reproduce the conundrum of having a soil that feels as hard as the ground (you
shouldn't be able to push your fingers straight into a bonsai mixture, it needs to
be really solid), is as porous as a sieve (bonsai need excellent drainage) and
retains air and moisture in well balanced proportions. The best base to use for a
bonsai soil mixture is crushed gravel, so buy your soil from bonsai nurseries that
supply that type of mixture.
The most important things about caring for your bonsai are correct soil mixture
and watering levels. A tree needs to be kept damp, not sopping wet or bone dry.
A well draining bonsai soil should go from soaking wet to damp quickly but be
able to retain just the right amount of moisture for the tree's daily needs.

LOOK AT YOUR TREE EVERY DAY
Look at your tree every day and see if it needs water. In summer a tree will use
lots of water and will need watering every day. During dormancy when the
leaves are not growing it will need less water, maybe only once or twice a week.
A good bonsai soil will drain to the ideal level where enough air is available with
moisture for the tree to use when it wants to and is capable of remaining damp
for long periods and still retain lots of air. You have to watch and only add more
water after the tree has used what is available. Tree roots must be kept damp. If
they are allowed to dry out completely the tree will die.
There are no short cuts to watering your bonsai. Don't stand them in a tray of
water in the hope of avoiding the daily look at your tree ritual. You will cause all
sorts of problems; the worst may be drowning your tree.
The more sun a tree gets the more water it will need. Be aware that wind will dry
out a bonsai just as effectively as sun. In cold weather when it is windy with no
sun bonsai trees dry out very quickly. As a rule of thumb, keep your trees where
they get lots of morning sun but are protected from long periods of afternoon
sun, most particularly in summer. Look at your tree every day.
In rainy weather the canopy of a bonsai can stop the rain getting to the soil by
acting like an umbrella. Trees sense when rain is coming and open the pores on
the leaves to accept the nitrogen rich rain water.

Youth

Mature

TIME IS THE DIMENSION OF THE ART
OF BONSAI THAT IS LEAST
UNDERSTOOD BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC AND THE
BEGINNER IN BONSAI.
POINTS TO REMEMBER:
1.Don't trim shoots until they have matured.
2.Look at your bonsai every day and water if necessary
3.Keep your bonsai outside in all weather except hail.
4.Use correct bonsai soil mixture
5.Do not rely on rain to water your tree

Date

Event

Details

13 & 14 June 2009

Bonsai by the Harbour

4/5/6 July

$60 for 2 days plus $25 for Saturday
night BBQ
Ideas Summit

Shore Church of England Grammar School’s Rowing Facility
86 Wharf Road, Gladesville NSW
Enquiries: Ric 02.9953.1931 (email bonsairic@bigpond.com
or Jan 02.6585.3995 (email jan.briggs2@bigpond.com

15-16 August

Dural Country Club - Peter Adams [English Master] will be
demonstrating plus Monday workshop at Ray Nesci’s
Bonsai Society of Sydney Annual Show Chequers Resort, Terrey Hills

29-30 August

Illawarra Bonsai Society’s Annual Show Boys Club, Box Road, Sylvania

18/19/20 September

The Tops Weekend

18/19/20 September

Bonsai Society of Australia’s Annual
Show and Marketplace.
School of Bonsai Show

24/25 October

Illawarra Bonsai Society’s annual weekend workshop in Stanwell
Tops
Baulkham Hills Council Chambers, Carrington Rd at Showgrounds
Rd, Castle Hill
Ray Nesci Bonsai Nursery 26 Sagar Rd, Kenthurst [plus sausage
sizzle]
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